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Abstract
Cross-border banking presents a unique set of challenges in the EU from the perspective of arranging administrative oversight 
structures. Structuring cooperation between different EU and national authorities in a way which is conducive to trust-building 
and mutual engagement is an essential condition for overcoming disintegrative tendencies in the internal market. To assess 
how the existing EU arrangements fare in this regard in the context of EU resolution law, this article comparatively analyses 
the different models of multilevel administrative cooperation in the post-crisis EU framework. These are specifically the 
centralised model of the European Banking Union (Single Resolution Mechanism) and the relatively looser networked model 
of the resolution colleges. The multilevel cooperation under both models is nuanced given the distinct roles of the national 
resolution authorities, EU agencies and the differentiated status of non-euro area Member States in the EBU (Croatia, Bul-
garia). The article’s findings allow to identify specific problems of constitutional nature pertaining to the accountability of 
administrative cooperation, equality of Member States and the implications of Meroni doctrine’s distortive effects.

Keywords Cross-border banking · Banking union · Non-euro area countries · Resolution · Financial stability · Single 
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Introduction1

Cross-border banking presents a unique set of problems 
from the point of view of arranging EU oversight. Banks 
operating across a number of Member States can be highly 
integrated in terms of their management, strategy and cash 
flows. However, their distinct parts operating in different 
Member States, either as integrated outposts (branches) or 
separate legal entities connected through ownership (sub-
sidiaries),2 may be perceived differently in terms of their 
riskiness or significance to the public interest when viewed 
from the parent company at top of the company hierarchy 
(the home Member State) or from the local market (the host 
Member State). The subjective perception of risk in the 
context of EU-wide or local financial stability has been the 
source of challenges in arranging cross-border cooperation 

of authorities overseeing such multinational EU banks. 
Joint oversight across a number of Member States needs to 
assuage the concerns of different national authorities which 
in the absence of safeguards or adequate trust revert to ring-
fencing and other measures protecting the local market. 
Such interventions result in fragmentation, undermining the 
internal market and foregoing the benefits of integration. 
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Structuring of administrative cooperation in a way which 
is conducive to trust-building and mutual engagement is an 
essential condition for overcoming disintegrative tendencies. 
But which multilevel design yields best results? Is centralisa-
tion always superior or are looser forms of cooperation better 
at creating trust? The design of the post-crisis resolution 
framework creates a unique opportunity for a comparative 
assessment of different models of administrative cooperation 
in this regard.

With the creation of the European Banking Union (EBU) 
and the overhaul of the European Union’s (EU) bank regu-
lation framework since the Great Financial Crisis of 2008, 
two types of multilevel administrative structures tasked with 
bank crisis preparation and management (resolution law) 
across the EU’s internal market have been created. Within 
the EBU, this is the highly integrated and centralised Single 
Resolution Mechanism, SRM. For the EU as a whole, the 
less integrated and network-like resolution colleges have 
been put in place. Both arrangements are subject to an addi-
tional layer of complexity, where even in horizontal con-
texts, they allow for differentiation between national regu-
latory authorities (NRAs) depending on whether they are 
members of the euro area or not, or which part of the bank 
they are responsible for. Such complexity became realised 
with the entry of Croatia and Bulgaria into close coopera-
tion with the EBU in October 2020 as a precondition to their 
euro area membership. This article analyses the different 
models of national and EU public authority cooperation in 
EU resolution law. It further assesses their relative suitability 
to achieve their goals in relation to the objectives of relevant 
EU law and discusses the constitutional conundrums which 
arise.

To this end, this article proceeds as follows. Section 
``Cross-border bank resolution in the EU: falling short’’ 
reviews the evidence of how the administrative structures 
at EU and EBU levels with regard to EU resolution law 
operate in practice and formulates the article’s puzzle to 
be answered. Section ``Multilevel cooperation in the EU 
cross-border bank resolution: between centralisation and 
networks’’ comparatively analyses the set-up of multilevel 
administrative structures established for resolution of cross-
border bank groups in the EU and the EBU, in particular 
explaining their respective complexity. Section ``Explaining 
the outcomes of multilevel administrative cooperation’’ dis-
cusses possible explanations for the different results achieved 
across the administrative structures. Section ``Conclusions’’ 

concludes and discusses the implications and possible con-
stitutional problems arising from the article’s findings.

Cross‑border bank resolution in the EU: 
falling short

Since the Great Financial Crisis new regulatory tools 
were created to be wielded by the new bespoke authorities 
(resolution authorities) to address the lack of administra-
tive capacity for management of cross-border banking cri-
ses [13]. Their responsibilities differ from those of regular 
supervisors who concentrate on monitoring the day-to-day 
performance, safeness and soundness of the bank. By con-
trast, resolution law allows for both crisis management and 
ex ante preparation for bank failure by pre-allocating losses, 
removing specific impediments which are the source of the 
“too-big-to-fail” problems and establishing playbooks for 
how a failure would be (publicly) managed. In addition, 
and remedying a pre-crisis lacuna, the 2014 Bank Resolu-
tion and Recovery Directive (BRRD) [24], which applies to 
all EU Member States, created a new form of cross-border 
cooperation, namely resolution colleges. These integrated 
administrative structures are charged with implementation 
of BRRD rules and tasks related to ex ante bank crisis pre-
vention and management of crises with regard to individual 
cross-border bank groups. In the context of EBU, the estab-
lishment of a more centralised mechanism for supervision 
(Single Supervision Mechanism, SSM), laid the groundwork 
for the subsequent creation of an analogous mechanism for 
resolution, namely the SRM [28]. The SRM, as this article 
shall discuss, is formally significantly more integrated than 
the resolution colleges, for example, through the centralised 
decision-making. However, there are significant flaws in its 
design, which as the empirical evidence suggests, preclude 
full attainment of SRM’s regulatory objectives. Some such 
flaws become amplified in the context of adherence of non-
euro area Member States to the mechanism. As a first step 
in the analysis, I review the objectives, means and outcomes 
of BRRD and SRM in the cross-border context.

Objectives

In the aftermath of the widespread bank bailouts, resolution 
was created as a procedure to reinstall market discipline, 
protect creditors, investors, depositors, taxpayers and the 
real economy from the instability caused by financial col-
lapse [24 Art. 32(1), 28 Art. 14]. BRRD and SRM set up 
the administrative framework within which these objectives 
are to be attained. Specifically, in a cross-border context at 
the EU and EBU levels, respectively, they seek to achieve 
a number of specific objectives with regard to managing 

Footnote 2 (continued)
rely on the home country guarantee schemes, branches fall within the 
scope of the host country framework. For definitions see arts. 4(1)
(16) and (17) CRR Regulation [27]. See further Directive 2014/49/
EU [23].
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bank failure, facilitating market integration and improving 
legal certainty.

With regard to managing cross-border bank failure, the 
BRRD requires an ex ante definition of resolution strategy 
of the bank (that is the decision on how different procedures 
across Member States involved would relate to each other 
in terms of failure) and the removal of impediments to the 
bank’s resolvability (that is any specific obstacles to smooth 
cross-border cooperation) [24 Art. 10 on resolution planning 
and Art. 17 on powers to remove impediments to resolvabil-
ity]. The definition of resolution strategy of the cross-border 
bank implies choosing whether it would be resolved as a sin-
gle entity (so-called Single Point of Entry, SPOE approach) 
or whether distinct entities would be dealt with separately 
(so-called Multiple Point of Entry, MPOE approach) [30]. 
In the case of the former, all coordination of bank crisis 
management is done by a single authority of the state where 
the parent entity is established. Decisions of this author-
ity then have legal effects across all jurisdictions where the 
bank is active. In the case of the latter, multiple authorities 
cooperate with each other, but remain responsible for “their” 
part of the bank. From a supranational perspective, SPOE is 
preferable in terms of overall efficiency of resolution [33]; 
however, it requires significant trust between authorities in 
addition to a suitable cross-border group structure, if the ex 
ante resolution plan is to be followed once the crisis occurs 
[31 p. 44]. Over the course of the GFC, lack of trust between 
authorities resulted in ring-fencing of national parts of a 
cross-border bank, which subsequently increased the overall 
costs of crisis management and persistent market fragmenta-
tion. Consequently, improving cooperation between NRAs 
is in fact a key objective of both BRRD and SRM. In the 
context of SRM, one of the objectives of centralisation is 
specifically to improve efficiency of cross-border bank fail-
ure [28 Recitals 9–10]. Second, the establishment of a com-
mon cross-border resolution framework is meant to facili-
tate greater market integration and protection of financial 
stability and critical functions provided by banks, in order 
to improve the outcomes for the consumers and clients [28 
Recital 4]. Finally, establishing a new common procedure for 
dealing with bank failures is to improve legal certainty, espe-
cially in a cross-border setting [24 Recital 3, 28 Recital 1].

Means

With a view to achieving these objectives, the EU resolution 
law establishes dedicated procedures oriented at achieving ex 
ante preparedness (resolution plans) as well as specific tools 
of crisis management (resolution). The latter allow that in 
the event, the bank is deemed failing or likely to fail and res-
olution is necessary in the public interest, resolution authori-
ties can take over bank management. Within the EBU, such 
procedures are centralised, within the EU—coordinated, 

albeit with a possibility for defection.3 In normal times, how-
ever, the main task of resolution authorities is preparing ex 
ante resolution plans outlining possible courses of action if a 
bank should fail. The content of such plans is specified under 
the BRRD to include: a demonstration of how critical func-
tions and core business lines could be legally and economi-
cally separated from other functions so as to ensure their 
continuity (“continuity of critical functions”), provisions for 
the financing of resolution without public support (including 
Emergency Liquidity Assistance facilities provided by cen-
tral banks), a description of critical interdependencies of the 
bank as well as an external communication plan [24 Art. 17]. 
Further they include the determination of a number of key 
regulatory requirements, such as the minimum requirement 
of bailinable debt the bank is to hold (Minimum Require-
ment of Own Funds and Eligible Liabilities, MREL) and an 
assessment of the resolvability of the bank (i.e. whether it 
can be safely dealt with in crisis) [22 Art. 45 as amended, 
25 Art. 12 as amended]. Resolution authorities have then the 
powers to require changes in the current bank operation if it 
threatens its resolvability and sanction for non-compliance 
with the requirements they impose on the banks, e.g. by 
imposing a prohibition on distributions such as dividends 
[22 Art. 16a, 25 Art. 10a]. These requirements apply both 
to integrated banks as well as bank groups composed of 
multiple legal entities. For cross-border bank groups active 
across a number of Member States, the BRRD and SRM 
provide for an elaborate framework of cooperation between 
the NRAs and EU level spanning, as discussed below, highly 
integrated structures for EBU and more loose arrangements 
for the EU as a whole. Cross-border bank group’s resolution 
plans are not only to prepare the credit institution for a crisis, 
but also to ex ante align NRAs’ expectations of how bank 
failure could play out and improve their mutual understand-
ing of sensitivities so as to enable greater trust and produc-
tive cooperation should an actual failure of a cross-border 
bank group occur. The organisation of the preparation of 
such group plans is, however, organised differently in EBU 
and EU as a whole.

Outcomes

It might be assumed that centralised structures might be 
more conducive to integrated outcomes, for example, with 
regard to resolution strategies. However, it is not only 
within the EBU that SPOE is the preferred strategy for 
cross-border banks of the resolution authorities, but rather 
across the internal market as a whole [38 p. 26]. Further, 

3 Compare Art. 18 on the resolution procedure in SRM and Art. 91 
BRRD group resolution scheme preparation, not characterised as a 
procedure.
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fragmentation has persisted as has ring-fencing of cross-
border banks within the EBU [1, 14, 41]. Textbook bank 
resolution, meanwhile, appears to have been implemented 
mostly outside of the EBU, rather than inside [44]. While the 
SRB has deferred to national orders and private solutions, 
first full-blown resolution cases have been carried out in 
Croatia, before it entered into close cooperation. Meanwhile 
outside the EBU, there are many examples of successful 
cooperation in crisis management on a cross-border basis 
in the Nordics [8].

Why does centralisation within EBU appear not to yield 
the expected results? Scholars have answered this ques-
tion–directly and indirectly–from a variety of vantage 
points. The first set of explanations looks to the incom-
pleteness of EBU, highlighting especially the absence of a 
common deposit insurance and backstop limitations. Such 
incompleteness manifests equally as persistent obstacles 
to intra-group capital flows or shortcomings in the design 
of resolution tools, such as the bail-in tool, which impede 
SRM’s ability to meet objectives [46]. The second set of 
explanations has drawn on political economy. Despite cen-
tralisation, national interest reigns over best laid plans of 
EU agencies. This is in particular where the interest of large 
banks is involved [11]. Thirdly, the legal scholarship has 
focussed on limits on the powers of the core of the SRM 
due to constitutional limits drawn by the Meroni doctrine 
[39]. This article builds on this final approach exploring 
in addition the complex features of the different integrated 
administrative structures.4

Multilevel cooperation in the EU 
cross‑border bank resolution: 
between centralisation and networks

Two distinct forms of EU integrated multilevel procedural 
cooperation can be distinguished with regard to the imple-
mentation of resolution law tasks and oversight over cross-
border bank groups with respect to crisis prevention and 
management [34 p. 166]. They cover analogous procedures 
which organise the cooperation of NRAs responsible for dif-
ferent parts of a cross-border bank either within the EBU or 
for the EU as a whole. For the EBU countries, the SRM pro-
vides for centralised cooperation of national authorities with 
the “specific” EU agency (Single Resolution Board, SRB) at 
its core.5 For the EU as a whole (encompassing, therefore, 

the EBU but as well NRAs in other Member States), rela-
tively loose networked arrangements known as resolution 
colleges are established. Both forms include both horizon-
tal (national) and vertical (national-EU) dimensions of the 
administrative cooperation, which have, however, some 
important nuances. As shall be further explained below, 
complexity arises in the context of differentiated positions 
of NRAs along the horizontal dimension with regard to 
their powers and responsibilities within the administrative 
cooperation procedures. This section outlines the design of 
SRM and resolution colleges. It covers as well the design of 
the building blocks of administrative multilevel structures, 
namely the NRAs (the national level) as well as the Euro-
pean Banking Authority (EBA) the EU agency playing a role 
in ensuring consistency across the overall regime.

National resolution authorities (NRAs)

The BRRD requires that each Member State set up an NRA. 
BRRD allows for these to be delegated to central banks, 
other public authorities, and—in some cases—also supervi-
sors, though there must be adequate structural arrangements 
in place to ensure “operational independence” and prevent 
conflicts of interest [24 Art. 3(3)]. Few Member States had 
authorities with a specific crisis management mandate before 
the BRRD and there is no dominant model which has been 
adopted, with Member States—both euro and not–equally 
split between central banks and independent agencies acting 
as the NRAs.6 Within the EBU (i.e. including the non-euro 
Croatia and Bulgaria), there are 10 NRAs which are special-
ised (i.e. housed within the banking supervisor or a separate 
institution, in Austria, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Slovakia, Spain), while in 11 
Member States it is the national central bank that also acts 
as the principal NRA (Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Portugal, Slo-
venia). The remaining six non-euro Member States equally 
opt either for the central bank (Czechia, Hungary, Romania) 
or a separate authority (Denmark, Sweden, Poland). This 
heterogeneity is important as it may partly explain different 
sensitivities of NRAs. Across various multilevel coopera-
tion arrangements, the NRAs remain involved in decision-
making and maintain the implementation powers.

4 As a precondition for joining the euro area, the Eurogroup has 
requested that Croatia and Bulgaria join the EBU in order to enter the 
Exchange Rate Mechanism II (ERMII) [12 for comment].
5 Art. 41(1) SRM states that: “The Board shall be a Union agency 
with a specific structure corresponding to its tasks”.

6 See list of resolution authorities published online by the EBA pur-
suant to Art. 3 (11) of Directive (2014/59/EU), https:// www. eba. 
europa. eu/-/ eba- publi shes- list- of- desig nated- resol ution- autho rities 
(accessed 13 November 2020).

https://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-list-of-designated-resolution-authorities
https://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-list-of-designated-resolution-authorities
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Resolution colleges

For cross-border bank groups active across the EU, the pri-
mary form of administrative cooperation is the “European 
resolution colleges” [22 as amended]. For banks operat-
ing globally, these cover the part active in the EU, where 
recently an obligation to establish an EU parent undertaking 
was introduced [45 for a critical comment]. Colleges are 
established for each cross-border bank group with a view 
to producing joint decisions on ex ante resolution plans and 
resolution schemes should the bank be failing [22 Art. 89 
as amended, 32 and 54 on group resolution]. Each college 
boasts broad membership spanning the group-level NRA, 
NRAs in countries where the bank has subsidiaries and 
branches, NRA of the parent financial holding company, 
relevant supervisors, central bank(s), competent ministries, 
deposit guarantee authorities and EBA representatives. Such 
broad membership reflects their aim to allow for an efficient, 
timely, clearly defined resolution, where due consideration is 
given to the economies of all states where the bank is active, 
and action is underpinned by “recognition that coordination 
and cooperation are most likely to achieve a result which 
lowers the overall costs of resolution.”7 The broad mem-
bership reflects the will to overcome siloed thinking and 
information gaps prevalent during the financial crisis [4].8

Formally resolution colleges are “not decision-making 
bod[ies],” but rather dedicated fora for the NRAs to work 
towards implementing a set of specific procedures relating 
to ex ante crisis prevention and management.9 Individual 
decisions are taken, enforced and challengeable in national 
jurisdictions of the NRAs participating. The colleges’ role is 
specifically limited by reference to proportionality as a coop-
eration arrangement; they are meant to be “less intrusive” 
than full centralisation [32 p. 165]. These formal provisions 
of the BRRD, however, are somewhat at odds with the pre-
scription that through cooperation in the college the NRAs 
are to arrive at a set of joint decisions on resolution plans 
and–if part of the bank is deemed failing or likely to fail—
joint resolution schemes. Further, their preparation is highly 
proceduralised and regulated. In addition to the BRRD 
rules, the European Commission’s Delegated Regulation 

No 2016/1075 specifies the internal procedures (e.g. com-
munication and information exchange requirements), while 
further “written arrangements” are to be developed by the 
group-level NRA [19 Art. 50].

As a result, the framework within which the NRAs in a 
college develop the joint decisions on a bank group resolu-
tion plan is highly prescriptive. Further, in practice, the joint 
decisions (or their absence) have a significant impact on the 
cross-border risk distribution in a bank group since they may 
cover administrative decisions that the bank remove specific 
impediments to resolvability (e.g. through changes to the 
legal or operational structure of a bank), determination of 
MREL, and the resolution strategy identified [39]. Through 
cooperation within the colleges the NRAs and the bank may 
as well decide on frameworks of intra-group stabilisation 
support in case of failure.10 According to the EBA’s 2019 
Report, generally resolution colleges have been successful 
with regard to delivering on the joint resolution plans, not-
withstanding early cases where EBA mediation–discussed 
below–was required.11

With regard to resolution proper, the BRRD equally pro-
vides for a framework around which joint decisions of the 
college would be taken. However, given the possible fiscal 
implications of bank failure and the absence of a centralised 
fund,12 it remains flexible. For example, NRAs may with-
draw from cooperation, that is not participate in the pro-
cess of formulating a joint decision, in cases where national 
financial stability is a concern. The obligation to cooperate 
is in such an event substituted by transparency requirements 
[24 Arts. 91 and 92 supplemented by Resolution College 
RTS].

Three aspects make the resolution colleges a multilevel 
arrangement rather than purely horizontal cooperation. First, 
the procedures foreseen by the BRRD and detailed in EBA’s 
delegated rules, grant a special role to the group-level NRA, 
that is the authority of the Member State where the parent 
entity of the cross-border bank is established. Second, there 
is a specific “cross-border”/European mandate which the 
colleges create for the NRAs. Third, EBA is the EU agency 
charged with detailing the rules of cooperation of the col-
leges, as well as solving specific problems which may occur 
within them.

The first aspect, that is the special role of group-level 
NRA, is evident, for example, in the process of “mapping” 

7 According to recital (98) of the BRRD, ‘The resolution college 
should not be a decision-making body, but a platform facilitating 
decision-making by national authorities. The joint decisions should 
be taken by the national authorities concerned’ [24 Art. 87(j)].
8 On the specific role of resolution colleges as information building 
in the light of the crisis-exasperating lack of information see: Car-
massi and Herring [9].
9 Recital 98 BRRD “The resolution college should not be a decision-
making body, but a platform facilitating decision-making by national 
authorities. The joint decisions should be taken by the national 
authorities concerned”.

10 Any such ex ante burden-sharing arrangements remain highly con-
tentious due to fiscal implications of bank failure, i.e. possibility of 
taxpayer funded bank bailouts.
11 On discussion of problems faced by small hosts (also from the 
SRB side), see FinSAC [31]. Recent evidence suggests learning and 
more cooperative outcomes, see EBA [17].
12 Compare with the discussion of the Single Resolution Fund (SRF) 
below.
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the college, that is the set of detailed procedural rules which 
outline how the college is to be constituted. BRRD confers 
specific responsibilities on it here, such as the identifica-
tion of the relevant regulatory architecture for the banking 
sector in the countries where the given bank group is active 
as well as the relative importance of the entity (subsidiary 
or a branch, in accordance with the locally relevant criteria 
for importance) [24 Art. 88(5)(e)].13 The group-level NRA 
therefore enjoys some discretion in determining the scope of 
the bank in the mapping process (via the “written arrange-
ments”) and the assessment of materiality of distinct parts of 
the group. Other special functions of the group-level NRA 
relate to its representative functions vis-à-vis the bank, EU 
bodies and third country authorities [19 Art. 51].

Second, resolution colleges have a role in relation to safe-
guarding the critical functions of cross-border functions of 
the bank, which can be described as the participating NRAs’ 
“European” mandate.14 In the strictly national context bank 
critical functions include deposit-taking, lending activities 
and payment services “since they are provided to a limited 
number of third parties and can be replaced in an accept-
able manner and within a reasonable timeframe” [48]. The 
BRRD’s extension of the notion of critical functions cross-
border is in stark contrast to another key concept of EU reso-
lution law, namely “public interest in financial stability”, 
which remains primarily national [20 paras. 111–115].15 As 
a consequence, the definition of critical cross-border func-
tions of the bank is one of the main tasks unique to coopera-
tion in cross-border colleges, since individual NRAs would 
hardly be able to determine these unilaterally. Experts have 
suggested that such functions include the smooth operation 
of payment systems and continued access to essential bank-
ing services” [35 p. 373].

The final multilevel aspect of college functioning arises 
in the context of the role played by the EU (supranational) 
agency—the EBA. Such a role has three facets. First, the 
EBA is the rule-maker, that is through ever more granular 
procedural requirements established in line with the BRRD, 
it constrains the operation of the colleges. Secondly, as 
member of all the colleges, the EU agency ensures consist-
ency across their operation. Finally, through its mediation 

mandate, EBA is tasked with solving disputes between the 
authorities, which preclude joint decision-making.

European Banking Authority (EBA)

The EBA is an EU networked agency consisting of the 27 
national banking supervisors, endowed with the secretariat 
to act independently and in the interest of the Union [26 
Recitals 42 and 52]. Its resolution mandate is exercised by 
the dedicated ResCo (Resolution Committee) established 
within the agency. ResCo is composed of a Chairperson 
and the heads of the 27 EU NRAs, with observers from 
resolution authorities of the EEA EFTA countries repre-
sented in the EBA Board of Supervisors (BoS), representa-
tives of the European Commission, the SRB, the European 
Systemic Risk Board, the European Central Bank (SSM), 
the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) 
and the European Insurance and Occupational Pension 
Authority (EIOPA).16 The ResCo is a permanent structure 
which–unlike resolution colleges or the variable Executive 
Board of SRB discussed below–has a permanent member-
ship and is not concerned with a particular bank.

In the context of cross-border banking, the EBA has a 
general coordination function “in particular in situations 
where adverse developments could potentially jeopardise 
the orderly functioning and integrity of financial markets 
or the stability of the financial system in the Union” [26 
Art. 32].17 In the context of resolution colleges specifically 
EBA is meant to improve the convergence and consistency 
of their decisions [24 Art. 88(4)]. Such a contribution is 
made by issuing best practice documents, guidelines to com-
plement the Single Rulebook, leadership and action plans 
as well as IT platforms [21 p. 48]. In last resort scenarios, 
EBA may also act as a mediator and an arbiter between 
NRAs.18 Such mediation can be entered into on the request 
of a national authority part of a college, and is binding on 

17 Such a function, includes–as provided for in the resolution plan-
ning procedure under Art. 13(4) BRRD “carrying out non-binding 
mediation upon a request from the competent authorities or on its 
own initiative”.
18 Decision of the European Banking Authority on the settlement 
of a disagreement [16], where the EBA indicated that the draft 2017 
Resolution Plan does not establish that the potential impediments 
are–or are not–material impediments or substantive impediments 
to resolvability for the purposes of the BRRD. More generally, “it 
appear[ed] to the EBA that the various elements in the draft 2017 
Resolution Plan do not individually or in combination satisfy the 
requirements for an assessment of impediments as required by the 
above legislative provisions”.

13 Art. 50 Resolution College RTS, which provides that “[f]or the 
purposes of identifying the members and potential observers of the 
resolution college, the group-level resolution authority shall conduct 
the mapping of group entities referred to in Article 1(1) of Directive 
2014/59/EU (…).”.
14 Art. 2(1)(35) BRRD for the definition of critical functions includ-
ing the cross-border aspect. On the “European mandate” in resolution 
colleges see European Parliament [29].
15 Further on state aid to banks after the establishment of the Bank-
ing Union see Nicolaides [43].

16 Article 127 BRRD requires the EBA to create a permanent inter-
nal committee for the purpose of preparing EBA decisions to be taken 
in accordance with Article 44 of the EBA Regulation, the relevant 
decisions of the EBA are still taken by the Board of Supervisors of 
the agency.
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the parties affected (except where the matter impinges on 
fiscal matters). These powers are intended to address a spe-
cific lacunae in the governance framework identified by the 
de Larosière report in 2009, whereby during the financial 
crisis the NRAs did not have a formal route to challenge the 
decisions of authorities in the Member State where a differ-
ent part of the bank was established, even if these affected 
directly the position of the legal entity in their jurisdiction. 
As a result, governance problems in cross-border groups 
were aggravated [9 p. 23, 13 p. 73]. Early examples of EBA 
mediation suggest that it has been resorted to by non-euro 
area hosts of EBU-based banks. In 2018, EBA mediated on 
a case involving a Romanian subsidiary, whose resolution 
authority disagreed with the resolution planning approach 
of the group-level authority (SRB). EBA’s solution was to 
focus predominantly on the procedure, which is meant to 
ensure that all the concerns of various authorities are prop-
erly addressed in the group-level decision-making processes 
[47 s. 2.46 for discussion].

Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM) and the Single 
Resolution Board (SRB)

In comparison to the resolution colleges, the EBU structure 
established for the purpose of administrative cooperation in 
the area of resolution law—the SRM—is more integrated. 
The SRM is composed of NRAs of participating Member 
States and the SRB, a “specific” EU agency endowed with 
centralised decision-making powers and a legal personality 
[28 Art. 42(1), 6 and 51 p. 169–204 on SRB].19 The SRM 
becomes the “national” authority for the purpose of the res-
olution-related tasks.20 The interaction between the NRAs 
and SRB is regulated by the SRM Regulation and rules of 
procedure which apply generally—no bespoke “written 
arrangements” as in the case of resolution colleges—are 
necessary [47 p. 43, 49 for the Framework for Cooperation 
between the SRB and NRAs]. The NRAs thus have a greater 
and more predictable access to information within this form 
of cooperation, which is not conditional on the good-will of 
the group-level NRA. Furthermore, while the EBA still has a 
role as the rule-maker with regard to the SRM, any conflicts 
between the authorities are internalised and to be solved by 
the SRB’s Appeal Panel.

The SRB is the owner of the Single Resolution Fund 
(SRF), that is the fund to which banks themselves contribute, 
which can finance resolution in cases of a credit institution’s 

failure. Such funds are also established on the national 
basis under the BRRD. They then amount to 1% of covered 
deposits paid by local banks with contributions collected 
and administered at the national level. In the EBU, however, 
the national funds become mutualised under the 2014 Inter-
governmental Agreement accompanying the creation of the 
SRM. In addition to creating a joint fund—which is meant 
to solve problems of loss-allocation for cross-border bank 
groups—the SRF is the source of a key difference with the 
NRA-based college arrangements described above, namely 
that the individual bank contributions to the SRF are deter-
mined at a centralised level by the SRB.21 Thus, it is the EU 
agency which becomes the main interlocutor of the entities 
within the bank in this regard. Further, if the banks disagree 
with an SRB decision, they no longer have recourse in the 
national legal system: any disagreement with regard to the 
contribution amount set, but also specific components of 
the resolution plans, is within the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the CJEU [37].

The multilevel cooperation within the specific administra-
tive crisis prevention procedures is more integrated in the 
SRM than in the resolution colleges. The SRB takes the 
decisions on group resolution plans for bank groups estab-
lished in one of the participating Member States. However, 
additional complexity is to be identified here. First, the 
NRAs may assist in the process, meaning the procedure is 
rather composite than centralised [28 Art. 7–8, 15 for an 
analysis of the composite administrative procedures]. In fact, 
the local jurisdiction continues to play a key role, for exam-
ple, with regard to setting the MREL requirement within the 
group (internal MREL), where certain forms of cross-border 
guarantees are excluded within the EBU, as well as in the 
EU [24 Arts. 45b and 45f, 28 Arts. 12c and 12g]. On the 
other hand, the SRB in preparing the group resolution plans 
is to look specifically at the EU scope of the bank, rather 
than purely its EBU-located entities.22

With regard to crisis management, the SRM creates a 
mandatory framework for implementation of the resolution 
schemes once a bank is deemed failing or likely to fail. The 
SRB becomes the NRA responsible for determining whether 
the public interest and critical functions tests have been met 
to put a bank in resolution (rather than insolvency). In con-
trast to the resolution colleges, the EBU resolution proce-
dures do not allow for defection by national authorities, even 
if the decision-making procedures involving the Council and 
the European Commission to settle on the amount of SRF 
used, are particularly cumbersome [28 Art. 18]. The SRM 

19 Comparatively with EBA as another key actor in the EU banking 
landscape see Božina Beroš [5].
20 As pointed out by Gortos, this is done as if in passing via recital 
91 SRM Regulation. For a comment on the overall design see Gort-
sos [34].

21 Following EU-wide rules set down in Commission Delegated Reg-
ulation (EU) 2015/63 [18].
22 Compare Art. 12 BRRD2 Regulation for EU-wide arrangements 
and Art. 8(10) SRM2 Regulation for EBU ones.
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is not, however, fully centralised. Three specific features add 
to the complexity along the vertical dimension of coopera-
tion primarily, namely the variability of the SRB’s Executive 
Board composition, the reliance on the NRAs for decision 
implementation and the differentiated position of the non-
euro area NRAs within the EBU more broadly

With regard to the first point, the core of the SRM has a 
variable composition, depending on the bank with regard to 
which it takes a particular decision. The SRB’s Executive 
Board is composed of five full-time members [28 Art. 43(1)] 
and the NRAs of the Member States where the bank in ques-
tion is established, as well as those where it has subsidiar-
ies.23 This variability is a result of the dominant role of the 
NRAs in the implementation of resolution procedures. Due 
to the limitations set by the Meroni doctrine of the Court 
of Justice in terms of the powers that may conferred on an 
EU agency, the SRB relies exclusively on the NRAs for the 
implementation of specific decisions taken vis-à-vis the bank 
group, including any sanctions. While greater coordination 
in the case of cross-border bank groups may be achieved 
through centralised decision-making, the trust issue which 
arises horizontally in the context of resolution colleges, is 
here reproduced vertically; in addition, the SRB has few 
tools of coercion vis-à-vis the NRAs.24

The final caveat of the SRM as a multilevel adminis-
trative structure relates to the inadvertently differentiated 
position of the non-euro States who decide to participate in 
the EBU, now a practical consideration given that Bulgaria 
and Croatia entered into close cooperation in October 2020, 
while others such as Denmark or Sweden consider joining 
the EBU without the prospect of joining the common cur-
rency. At first glance such a differentiation between euro and 
non-euro participating Member States might be surprising, 
given that SRM is an internal market measure established on 
the basis of Art. 114 TFEU and the SRB is an EU agency. In 
fact–unlike in the SSM–no dedicated arrangement is neces-
sary to provide for the inclusion of non-euro States in the 
decision-making procedures of the SRM when they enter 
into close cooperation.25 However, the position of the non-
euro States within the SRM differs in at least two respects, 

namely the operation of the safety net and the powers of the 
SRB vis-à-vis the NRAs.

The first aspect involves two components relating to the 
public support which banks from outside the euro area, 
but within the EBU, can rely on in a crisis. With the entry 
into the SRM, the non-euro Member State’s banking sys-
tem becomes part of the Single Resolution Fund frame-
work established at the EBU level. However, the access to 
the fiscal backstop of the European Stability Mechanism 
(ESM) remains restricted. In December 2020, the Euro-
group approved a revised ESM Treaty, which creates the 
common backstop to the SRF, should its needs exceed the 
collected contributions. The ESM, however, is an explicitly 
euro area-only endeavour (created as a stabilisation function 
outside of the EU Treaty). The revised ESM Treaty includes 
provisions for the participation of non-euro area Member 
States, who have to provide parallel credit lines to the SRF 
alongside the ESM. Such countries would then gain par-
tial access to the ESM information [10 Recital 9A and Art. 
5(4), 40, 42]. Further differentiation arises in the context of 
the EBU procedures involving the European Central Bank 
(ECB). Whereas in the context of crisis management meas-
ures (recovery and resolution), the banks from the euro area 
participating Member States may rely on the liquidity and 
firepower of the ECB (notwithstanding the “Chinese walls”, 
equally the supervisor and the monetary policy authority), 
the non-euro States have only their local central banks to 
lean on. As a consequence, in the light of a more restricted 
safety net, the reliance of non-euro SRM members on the 
joint crisis prevention procedures may well be greater than 
for the euro area NRAs.

The second aspect relates to the specific powers which the 
SRB has vis-à-vis the non-euro NRAs, and not the euro area 
ones. Should close cooperation in the EBU be terminated, 
the SRM regulation provides for a disentangling of the non-
euro participating Member State involvement in the SRF 
(no such provision is made for the euro area NRAs). In such 
cases, the SRB “shall decide within three months after the 
date of adoption of the decision to terminate close coopera-
tion, in agreement with that Member State, on the modalities 
for the recoupment of contributions that the Member State 
concerned has transferred to the Fund and any conditions 
applicable” [28 Art. 4(3)]. The specific powers of the SRB 
in this regard are unique, and serve to highlight the point that 
for the non-euro States participation in the EBU is reversible 
and conditional.

Consequently, the difference between the non-euro and 
euro area Member States within the SRM relates primarily 
to the stability of cooperation and the interaction with other 
pillars of EBU as well as links with broader euro area eco-
nomic governance (see Table 1 for summary). Such factors 
may well have a bearing on incentives to cooperate and the 
level of trust established between the NRA and the SRB in 

23 Note as well that SRM2 has strengthened the voting powers of the 
permanent members. See Asimakopoulos [2, pp. 279–300].
24 Critically on the internal organisation principles of the SRM in 
the context of resolution scheme implementation (i.e. when a bank is 
deemed failing or likely to fail) see Busch [7] and Lintner [38].
25 Binder has suggested that the automatic and formally equal stand-
ing of euros and non-euros within the SRM is problematic in the light 
of possible different incentives to cooperate and perhaps even para-
doxical given the higher reliance of SRM on fiscal cooperation. How-
ever, as Nieto and Singh show, in the case of Bulgaria and Croatia 
such risks are unlikely to materialise in the light of the broad safety 
nets in these countries as well as subsidiary-based banking structure, 
see Binder [3].
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particular, adding to the complexity of the overall multilevel 
administrative design.

Explaining the outcomes of multilevel 
administrative cooperation

There is little empirical evidence that the more centralised 
multilevel administrative structure of the SRM is more suc-
cessful in attaining the goals of cross-border resolution, 
that is achieving efficient, fair and timely solutions for the 
group, while protecting financial stability in all the Mem-
ber States where the group operates [24 Recital 97] and 
ensuring continuity of critical functions, including those 
of cross-border nature [24 Art. 2(1)(35) and Art. 31(1)(2), 
36], than looser arrangements such as resolution colleges. 
This observation extends as well to the crisis preparation 
measures, where banks operating EU-wide are no less likely 
to have integrated (SPOE) resolution strategies, than those 
active within the EBU. In the light of the preceding analysis, 
are there specific aspects of the individual multilevel coop-
eration arrangements which explain their relative successes 
or shortcomings in terms of creating a framework within 
which effective cross-border resolution is possible without 
market fragmentation? In other words, can we identify spe-
cific features of multilevel administrative cooperation which 
are more conducive to constructive engagement and trust-
building among the authorities involved, where these are 
necessary condition for a successful cross-border resolution? 
This section discusses some explanations.

The apparent success of resolution law (in terms of num-
ber of resolution cases) outside of the scope of the EBU, may 
be partially explained by two circumstantial factors. First, 
it may be too soon to assess the progress made by the SRB, 
operational only since 2015. Though indeed some experts 
have pointed to the less positive experiences of NRAs work-
ing within the SRB [31 p. 37], these may well be evidence of 
a steep learning curve. Where a lack of trust between NRAs 
and SRB is caused by disagreements over definitions, further 
experience in intra-SRM cooperation and the SRB’s inter-
nal capacity-building could help overcome them. Second, 

the choice of resolution strategies (e.g. the fully integrated 
SPOE) may be explained by cross-border bank group’s busi-
ness choices rather than the applicable administrative coop-
eration arrangement. Specifically, the EU cross-border banks 
in fact operate largely between the euro area and the Nordics 
(Sweden, Denmark) or the Central, Eastern and South-East-
ern Europe (Czechia, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria) [31]. In 
other words, an apparent success of resolution colleges in 
achieving cooperative outcomes (i.e. integrated resolution 
strategies) is the consequence of the market structure, rather 
than its cause. There are just more EU cross-border bank 
groups, than the EBU ones. The institution of centralised 
oversight–either for supervision or resolution–has not (yet) 
changed that.

From the perspective of EU administrative law, however, 
it may be that the SRM’s design (even with the heteroge-
neity inbuilt), exasperates rather than assuages the home-
host conflicts between Member States, in particular in the 
absence of a third-party arbiter, such as the EBA in the con-
text of resolution colleges. Theoretically, joining the SRM 
should ensure that the interests of different NRAs are better 
represented in the overall approach of the SRB. However, 
scholars and experts have pointed out that this arrangement, 
especially where the subsidiaries in the smaller economies 
are nominally not significant in the overall balance sheet 
of the cross-border bank, might result in small host NRAs’ 
concerns becoming an afterthought in the SRB’s approach, 
with the only recourse available being the SRB’s Appeal 
Panel [39, 47]. However, this route does not appear effec-
tive in resolving intra-SRM conflicts. For example, in 2018, 
the SRB Appeal Panel ruled in a case where the SRB was 
accused of failing to determine the MREL requirement at 
the level of an individual entity within a cross-border group 
(it had done so only at the consolidated group level). The 
Appeal Panel stated it had no competence to hear actions 
for SRB’s failure to act, suggesting full administrative 
integration comes at a cost of protective elements for the 
hosts.26 The role of the Appeal Panel is, therefore, quite 

Table 1  Multilevel 
administrative cooperation in 
the EBU and EU cross-border 
bank group resolution

EU resolution college SRM (euro area partici-
pating Member States)

SRM (all par-
ticipating Member 
States)

Permanence of cooperation Cyclical Permanent Conditional
Procedure outcome (in resolu-

tion planning)
Joint decision SRB decision SRB decision

Implementation NRAs NRAs NRAs
Internal conflict resolution EBA SRB Appeal Panel SRB Appeal Panel
Backstop (crisis safety net) National EBU/euro area EBU/national
Remedies National CJEU/national CJEU/national

26 See Final Decision of Case 8/18 [50]. The Appeal Panel held that 
the imposition of an MREL requirement at the consolidated rather 
than the individual level, it was held that the mere existence of a 
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different from that of EBA which–given the convergence 
and mediation mandate–is oriented towards outcomes which 
are mutually acceptable to the parties involved. At the same 
time, even though the design of the SRM, therefore, is less 
sensitive to possible internal jurisdictional and interest con-
flicts than the colleges, it nonetheless relies significantly on 
NRAs. Further, the substantive tests applied in resolution 
law and in the adjacent areas of law (e.g. insolvency) con-
tinue to be national. In such a context centralisation which 
risks reduced sensitivity to local financial stability concerns, 
may subsequently reduce trust between authorities neces-
sary for a successful implementation of resolution within 
the SRM. In the light of insufficient conflict management 
arrangements, the result may be only exasperated internal 
conflict and bureaucratic politics, which appears to be a seri-
ous impediment at the heart of the SRM.

Conclusions

This article has analysed comparatively the multilevel 
administrative cooperation established for bank crisis pre-
vention and management in the EU and the EBU. It has 
grappled with the complexity of the resolution colleges 
and the SRM in order to explain why it appears that looser 
arrangements may well be more conducive to cooperative 
outcomes than centralised ones, or at least no less effective 
in making for cooperative cross-border resolution outcomes. 
Specifically, the limitations of the SRM, in terms of con-
strained implementation powers of the SRB as well as the 
differentiated position of the non-euro Member States, were 
discussed as evidence of inherent tensions within the inte-
grated mechanism. On the other hand, resolution colleges 
were shown to be much more formalised (and centralised) 
than they appear at first glance. Such findings, developed 
from an EU administrative law perspective, raise questions 
of a constitutional nature, in particular relating to account-
ability of such administrative cooperation, equality of Mem-
ber States and the implications of Meroni doctrine’s distor-
tive effects.

With regard to the accountability question, concerns 
emerge with regard to the absence of democratic control over 
the colleges and the group-level NRAs. Since the colleges 
are not formally decision-making bodies, and the NRAs 
are embedded in the domestic constitutional settings, few 

provisions have been made in the BRRD to create a frame-
work within which they could be called to answer for the 
effects of their actions. An exception is the accountability 
of colleges vis-à-vis EBA, which appears altogether insuf-
ficient given the limited (non-binding) nature of any control 
exercised by the agency [24 Art. 88(4) and 18(5) on EBA 
mediation specifically for EBA’s role in relation to colleges]. 
Greater public accountability over their operation, including 
by establishing greater transparency, is therefore warranted.

With regard to the question of equality, the problem here 
might not arise necessarily in the context of differentiation 
between euro and non-euro Member States in the EBU, dis-
cussed above. It may well be, as argued by Tridimas, that 
“equality of opportunity” suffices to satisfy the demands of 
non-discrimination [53 pp. 25–48], even if–given the Art. 
114 TFEU legal basis for the SRM, i.e. internal market-wide 
harmonisation–such claims should be treated with caution 
in this case. If the EBU is indeed to be conceived of as a 
predominantly euro area institution, discussions of differ-
entiation may well highlight that a separate legal basis for 
EMU’s financial sector regulation harmonisation is neces-
sary. The problem of equality which arises in the context 
of the themes explored in this article is rather the assump-
tion that the administrative structure established–either for 
the EU as a whole or within EBU–on bespoke terms for 
the individual banks, is to necessarily mirror the corporate 
structure, with the administrative powers distributed differ-
ently depending on whether the NRA is responsible for the 
parent, subsidiary or branch, in addition to any differentia-
tion arising from membership of the currency union. While 
such a model centred around the consolidated (group-level) 
supervisor might have been suitable for the predominantly 
intergovernmental arrangements which preceded the crisis, 
in the context of highly integrated administrative structures, 
it raises concerning the relative position of distinct NRAs, 
in particular in the absence of local safeguards.

Finally, where the Meroni doctrine continues to be a thorn 
in the SRM’s side, this article has highlighted the extent to 
which the limits on SRB’s powers together with the preva-
lence of jurisdictional divisions, continue to be not only a 
curb on the effectiveness of the centralised regime, but also a 
source of potential distortions. At the same time, any greater 
centralisation, including greater powers with regard to over-
riding jurisdictional divisions within the EBU which might 
help improve the effectiveness of centralised administrative 
arrangements, should be complemented with targeted efforts 
oriented at building up trust between different administrative 
levels and towards the agency itself.
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Footnote 26 (continued)
requirement that MREL be imposed on an individual level does not 
imply it may not be imposed on a consolidated level. Failure of the 
SRB to impose a requirement at an individual level amounts to a fail-
ure to act, for which the appeal board has no competence [50 paras. 
45–48]. Notably, the CJEU has interpreted narrowly such actions 
[52].
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